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Eastern Michigan (0-6) vs. Toledo (6-1)

**BOX SCORE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Toledo</th>
<th>Eastern Michigan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRST DOWNS</strong></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RUSHES-YARDS (NET)</strong></td>
<td>37 - 254</td>
<td>41 - 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PASSING YARDS (NET)</strong></td>
<td>401</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passes Att-Comp-Int</td>
<td>32 - 21 - 2</td>
<td>29 - 18 - 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS</strong></td>
<td>69 - 655</td>
<td>70 - 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumble Returns-Yards</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punt Returns-Yards</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
<td>1 - 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kickoff Returns-Yards</td>
<td>6 - 170</td>
<td>7 - 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interception Returns-Yards</td>
<td>1 - 0</td>
<td>2 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punts (Number-Avg)</td>
<td>3 - 30.3</td>
<td>2 - 30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumbles-Lost</td>
<td>0 - 0</td>
<td>2 - 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties-Yards</td>
<td>10 - 97</td>
<td>8 - 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posession Time</td>
<td>29:16</td>
<td>30:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-Down Conversions</td>
<td>7 of 12</td>
<td>5 of 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth-Down Conversions</td>
<td>0 of 0</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Zone Scores-Chances</td>
<td>3 - 4</td>
<td>3 - 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacks By: Number-Yards</td>
<td>1 - 9</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Rushing**
- **Passing**
- **Recp.**
- **Ints.**
- **Fumbles**
- **Sacks**
- **Tackles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Att</th>
<th>Yds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLUELLEN, David</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDOWELL, Cassius</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWENS, Terrance</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASQUALE, David</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eastern Michigan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Att</th>
<th>Yds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Toledo    Att  Yds

**BENZ, Tyler**  5  9
**BRUMFIELD, Ryan**  3  14
**GILLET, Alex**  1  17
**GREENE, Javonti**  1  (-1)
**HILL, Bronson**  28  283
**SHERER, Dominique**  2  3
**TEAM**  1  (-2)
**Totals**  41  323

Play by Play

**QUARTER #1**

COIN TOSS won by Toledo and differs; EMU to receive to the north

TOLEDO ball on TOLEDO35.

DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 63 yards to the EMU2, ALLEN, Tyler return 19 yards to the EMU21 (VOSS, Trent).

Eastern Michigan at 15:00

1st and 10 at EMU21

BENZ, Tyler pass intercepted by MOLLS, Dan at the EMU33, MOLLS, Dan return 0 yards to the EMU33.

1 plays, 0 yards, Time of Possession: 0:09

Toledo at 14:51

1st and 10 at EMU33

TOLEDO drive start at 14:51.

1st and 10 at EMU33

OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to MACON, Dwight.

2nd and 10 at EMU33

OWENS, Terrance pass complete to FLUELLEN, David for 9 yards to the EMU24 (COLEMAN, Donald; COTTON, Pudge).

3rd and 1 at EMU24

McDOWELL, C. rush for 4 yards to the EMU20, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (COTTON, Pudge; BELLFY, Alex).

1st and 10 at EMU20

FLUELLEN, David rush for 11 yards to the EMU9, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (COLEMAN, Donald; MULUMBA, Andy).

1st and GOAL at EMU09

FLUELLEN, David rush for 5 yards to the EMU4 (COTTON, Pudge; POOLE, Blake).

2nd and GOAL at EMU04

OWENS, Terrance rush for 4 yards to the EMU0, TOUCHDOWN, clock 13:02.

1st and GOAL at EMU03

DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.

1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35

DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 65 yards to the EMU0, ALLEN, Tyler return 42 yards to the EMU42, out-of-bounds (HAYNES, Juwan).

SCORE: Toledo 7-0 Eastern Michigan

9 plays, 33 yards, Time of Possession: 1:49

Eastern Michigan at 12:55

1st and 10 at EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 12:55.
EMU42
1st and 10 at EMU42  HILL, Bronson rush for 3 yards to the EMU45 (LEWIS, Phil;ROBINSON, J.).
2nd and 7 at EMU45  HILL, Bronson rush for 8 yards to the TOLEDO47, 1ST DOWN EMU (MOLLS, Dan;LEWIS, Phil).

1st and 10 at TOLEDO47  BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HOSKINS, G for 17 yards to the TOLEDO30, 1ST DOWN EMU (SINGER, Mark).
1st and 10 at TOLEDO30  HILL, Bronson rush for 1 yard to the TOLEDO29 (MOLLS, Dan;ROBINSON, J.).
2nd and 9 at TOLEDO29  BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to JONES, Quincy, dropped pass.

3rd and 9 at TOLEDO29  BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to REED, Demarius, PENALTY TOLEDO personal foul (ROBINSON, J.) 15 yards to the TOLEDO14, 1ST DOWN EMU, NO PLAY.

1st and 10 at TOLEDO14  HILL, Bronson rush for 3 yards to the TOLEDO11 (PIKE, Ben;HAYNES, Juwan).
2nd and 7 at TOLEDO11  HILL, Bronson rush for loss of 3 yards to the TOLEDO14 (KEIGHLEY, Hank).
3rd and 10 at TOLEDO14  BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to HILL, Bronson, dropped pass.
4th and 10 at TOLEDO14  MULDER, Dylan field goal attempt from 31 GOOD, clock 09:10.

1st and GOAL at TOLEDO33  FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 60 yards to the TOLEDO5, REEDY, Bernard return 28 yards to the TOLEDO33 (BELLFY, Alex;POOLE, Blake).

SCORE: Toledo 7-3 Eastern Michigan
12 plays, 44 yards, Time of Possession: 3:45

Toledo at 09:02
1st and 10 at TOLEDO33  TOLEDO drive start at 09:02.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO33  OWENS, Terrance pass complete to McDOWELL, C. for 12 yards to the TOLEDO45, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (POOLE, Blake;PALL, Bryan).
1st and 10 at TOLEDO45  PENALTY TOLEDO false start (HENDERSHOT, J.) 5 yards to the TOLEDO40.
1st and 15 at TOLEDO40  OWENS, Terrance pass complete to McDOWELL, C. for 8 yards to the TOLEDO48, out-of-bounds (COLEMAN, Donald).
2nd and 7 at TOLEDO48  McDOWELL, C. rush for 4 yards to the EMU48 (CUDWORTH, J.).
3rd and 3 at EMU48  OWENS, Terrance pass intercepted by ROSE, Marcell at the EMU42, ROSE, Marcell return 0 yards to the EMU42, out-of-bounds.

6 plays, 19 yards, Time of Possession: 1:31

Eastern Michigan at 07:31
1st and 10 at EMU42  EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 07:31.
1st and 10 at EMU42  HILL, Bronson rush for 5 yards to the EMU47 (LEWIS, Phil;BELL, Robert).
HILL, Bronson rush for 1 yard to the EMU48 (LEWIS, Phil).

BENZ, Tyler pass complete to SCOTT, Donald for 40 yards to the TOLEDO12, 1ST DOWN EMU.

HILL, Bronson rush for 2 yards to the TOLEDO10 (MOLLS, Dan).

BENZ, Tyler pass complete to RUSSELL, T. for 10 yards to the TOLEDO0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 04:49.

MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.

FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 64 yards to the TOLEDO1, REEDY, Bernard return 11 yards to the TOLEDO12 (COTTON, Pudge), PENALTY TOLEDO holding 6 yards to the TOLEDO6, 1st and 10, TOLEDO ball on TOLEDO6.

SCORE: Toledo 7-10 Eastern Michigan
8 plays, 58 yards, Time of Possession: 2:42

TOLEDO drive start at 04:43.

FLUELLEN, David rush for 6 yards to the TOLEDO12 (POOLE, Blake; COTTON, Pudge).

FLUELLEN, David rush for 19 yards to the TOLEDO31, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (SCOTT, Darius).

FLUELLEN, David rush for 2 yards to the TOLEDO33 (CUDWORTH, J.; MULUMBA, Andy).

FLUELLEN, David rush for loss of 2 yards to the TOLEDO31 (MULUMBA, Andy).

OWENS, Terrance pass complete to SCOTT, Cordale for 13 yards to the TOLEDO44, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (POOLE, Blake; PALI, Bryan).

OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 4 yards to the TOLEDO48 (COTTON, Pudge).

OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to McDOWELL, C., dropped pass, QB hurry by KURTZ, Sean.

OWENS, Terrance pass complete to ROGERS, Zach for no gain to the TOLEDO48 (BELLFY, Alex), QB hurry by MAUGHMER, Cy.

PENZA, Vince punt 33 yards to the EMU19, REED, Demarius return 6 yards to the EMU25 (WALL, Matt; SYLVESTRE, J.).

10 plays, 42 yards, Time of Possession: 4:15

QUARTER #2

Start of 2nd quarter, clock 15:00.

BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HOSKINS, G for 9 yards to the EMU34 (BELL, Robert).

SHERREY, D. rush for 1 yard to the EMU35, 1ST DOWN EMU (ROBINSON, J.; MOLLS,
1st and 10 at EMU35

**Dan).**

BENZ, Tyler pass complete to CREEL, Dustin for 20 yards to the TOLEDO45, 1ST DOWN EMU.

1st and 10 at TOLEDO45

**PENALTY EMU false start (GREENE, Javonti) 5 yards to the 50 yardline.**

1st and 15 at EMU50

HILL, Bronson rush for 10 yards to the TOLEDO40 (NORRILS, C.; ROBINSON, J.).

2nd and 5 at TOLEDO40

HILL, Bronson rush for 2 yards to the TOLEDO38 (KEIGHLEY, Hank; MOLLS, Dan).

3rd and 3 at TOLEDO38

BENZ, Tyler rush for no gain to the TOLEDO38 (BELL, Robert).

4th and 3 at TOLEDO38

Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 10:45.

4th and 3 at TOLEDO38

BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to GREENE, Javonti (KEIGHLEY, Hank), QB hurry by PIKE, Ben.

10 plays, 37 yards, Time of Possession: 4:50

Toledo at 10:38

1st and 10 at TOLEDO38

**TOLEDO drive start at 10:38.**

1st and 10 at TOLEDO38

OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 9 yards to the TOLEDO47 (PALI, Bryan; ROSE, Marcell).

2nd and 1 at TOLEDO47

FLUELLEN, David rush for 53 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO, TOUCHDOWN, clock 10:07.

1st and GOAL at EMU03

DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.

1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35

**SCORE: Toledo 14-10 Eastern Michigan**

5 plays, 62 yards, Time of Possession: 0:31

Eastern Michigan at 10:07

1st and 10 at EMU35

**EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 10:07.**

1st and 10 at EMU35

HILL, Bronson rush for 8 yards to the EMU43 (BELL, Robert; BEST, Byron).

2nd and 2 at EMU43

HILL, Bronson rush for 1 yard to the EMU44 (MOLLS, Dan; EMILIEN, V.).

3rd and 1 at EMU44

SHERRER, D. rush for 5 yards to the EMU49, fumble forced by ROBINSON, J., fumble by SHERRER, D. recovered by EMU SORGATZ, Andrew at EMU46, 1ST DOWN EMU.

1st and 10 at EMU46

BRUMFIELD, Ryan rush for 4 yards to the 50 yardline (PIKE, Ben).

2nd and 6 at EMU50

GILLETT, Alex rush for 17 yards to the TOLEDO33, 1ST DOWN EMU (PIKE, Ben).

1st and 10 at TOLEDO33

BRUMFIELD, Ryan rush for 10 yards to the TOLEDO23 (ROBINSON, J.; BEST, Byron), PENALTY EMU holding 10 yards to the TOLEDO33.

1st and 10 at TOLEDO33

GILLETT, Alex pass incomplete to JONES, Quincy.
2nd and 10 at TOLEDO33
BRUMFIELD, Ryan rush for no gain to the TOLEDO33 (VOSS, Trent;JONES, Elijah).

3rd and 10 at TOLEDO33
GILLET, Alex pass incomplete to HOSKINS, G (BELL, Robert).

4th and 10 at TOLEDO33
PENALTY EMU delay of game 5 yards to the TOLEDO38.

4th and 15 at TOLEDO38
KARUTZ, Jay punt 29 yards to the TOLEDO9, fair catch by REEDY, Bernard.

12 plays, 27 yards, Time of Possession: 3:50

Toledo at 06:17
1st and 10 at TOLEDO09
TOLEDO drive start at 06:17.

1st and 10 at TOLEDO09
McDOWELL, C. rush for 6 yards to the TOLEDO15 (POOLE, Blake).

2nd and 4 at TOLEDO15
FLUELLEN, David rush for 10 yards to the TOLEDO25, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (CUDWORTH, J.).

1st and 10 at TOLEDO25
OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to REEDY, Bernard.

2nd and 10 at TOLEDO25
FLUELLEN, David rush for 9 yards to the TOLEDO34 (MULUMBA, Andy).

3rd and 1 at TOLEDO34
FLUELLEN, David rush for 6 yards to the TOLEDO40, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (MULUMBA, Andy;JOHNSON, Kevin).

1st and 10 at TOLEDO40
OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 14 yards to the EMU46, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (SCOTT, Darius;JOHNSON, Kevin).

1st and 10 at EMU46
OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 5 yards to the EMU41 (COTTON, Pudge).

2nd and 5 at EMU41
OWENS, Terrance pass complete to GREEN, James for 16 yards to the EMU25, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (MULUMBA, Andy).

1st and 10 at EMU25
OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to GREEN, James.

2nd and 10 at EMU25
McDOWELL, C. rush for 20 yards to the EMU5, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (POOLE, Blake;COTTON, Pudge).

1st and GOAL at EMU05
McDOWELL, C. rush for loss of 1 yard to the EMU6 (CUDWORTH, J.;JOHNSON, Kevin).

2nd and GOAL at EMU06
FLUELLEN, David rush for 6 yards to the EMU0, TOUCHDOWN, clock 01:57.

1st and GOAL at EMU03
DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.

1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35
DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 61 yards to the EMU4, out-of-bounds, EMU ball on EMU35.

SCORE: Toledo 21-10 Eastern Michigan
15 plays, 91 yards, Time of Possession: 4:20

Eastern Michigan at 01:57
1st and 10 at EMU35
EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 01:57.
1st and 10 at EMU35  BENZ, Tyler pass complete to REED, Demarius for 5 yards to the EMU40 (BEST, Byron).
2nd and 5 at EMU40  BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to HOSKINS, G, dropped pass.
3rd and 5 at EMU40  BENZ, Tyler rush for 10 yards to the 50 yardline, 1ST DOWN EMU (JONES, Elijah).
1st and 10 at EMU50  GREENE, Javonti rush for loss of 1 yard to the EMU49 (JONES, Elijah; KEIGHLEY, Hank).
2nd and 11 at EMU49  BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HOSKINS, G for 9 yards to the TOLEDO42 (SINGER, Mark; MOLLS, Dan).
3rd and 2 at TOLEDO42  BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to CREEL, Dustin, QB hurry by JONES, Elijah.
4th and 2 at TOLEDO42  Timeout Toledo, clock 00:43.
4th and 2 at TOLEDO42  PENALTY EMU false start (REED, Demarius) 5 yards to the TOLEDO47.
4th and 7 at TOLEDO47  KARUTZ, Jay punt 32 yards to the TOLEDO15, out-of-bounds.
10 plays, 18 yards, Time of Possession: 1:20

Toledo at 00:37
1st and 10 at TOLEDO15  TOLEDO drive start at 00:37.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO15  OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 40 yards to the EMU45, 1ST DOWN
TOLEDO15  TOLEDO (COTTON, Pudge).
1st and 10 at EMU45  OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 32 yards to the EMU13, 1ST DOWN
TOLEDO.
1st and 10 at EMU13  OWENS, Terrance pass intercepted by SCOTT, Darius at the EMU0, SCOTT, Darius return 0 yards to
the EMU0, touchback.
4 plays, 72 yards, Time of Possession: 0:25

Eastern Michigan at 00:12
1st and 10 at EMU20  EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 00:12.
1st and 10 at EMU20  TEAM rush for loss of 2 yards to the EMU18.
2nd and 12 at EMU18  End of half, clock 00:00.
3 plays, -2 yards, Time of Possession: 0:12

QUARTER #3
Start of 3rd quarter, clock 15:00, EMU ball on EMU35.
FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 57 yards to the TOLEDO8, REEDY, Bernard return 15 yards to the TOLEDO23 (PALI, Bryan; JOHNSON, Kevin).
Toledo at 14:55
1st and 10 at TOLEDO23  TOLEDO drive start at 14:55.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO23  FLUELLEN, David rush for loss of 1 yard to the TOLEDO22 (CUDWORTH, J.; BELLFY, Alex).
2nd and 11 at TOLEDO22  FLUELLEN, David rush for loss of 2 yards to the TOLEDO20 (ROSE, Marcell; LINSEY, Travis).
3rd and 13 at TOLEDO20  OWENS, Terrance pass complete to RUSSELL, Alonzo for 26 yards to the TOLEDO46, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO, out-of-bounds.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO46  OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 1 yard to the TOLEDO47 (BELLFY, Alex).
2nd and 9 at TOLEDO47  PENALTY EMU personal foul (BRYANT, K.) 15 yards to the EMU38, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO.
1st and 10 at EMU38  OWENS, Terrance sacked for loss of 2 yards to the EMU40 (KASHAMA, K).
2nd and 12 at EMU40  OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to RUSSELL, Alonzo, dropped pass (PALI, Bryan), QB hurry by LINSER, Travis.
3rd and 12 at EMU40  OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to REEDY, Bernard (POOLE, Blake).
4th and 12 at EMU40  PENZA, Vince punt 40 yards to the EMU0, touchback.
10 plays, 37 yards, Time of Possession: 3:02

Eastern Michigan at 11:53
1st and 10 at EMU20  EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 11:53.
1st and 10 at EMU20  HILL, Bronson rush for 13 yards to the EMU33 (ROBINSON, J.), PENALTY EMU unsportsmanlike conduct (HILL, Bronson) 15 yards to the EMU18.
1st and 12 at EMU18  1st and 10.
1st and 10 at EMU18  HILL, Bronson rush for 5 yards to the EMU23 (MOLLS, Dan;ROBINSON, J.).
2nd and 5 at EMU23  BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HOSKINS, G for 30 yards to the TOLEDO47, 1ST DOWN EMU (MOLLS, Dan;BEST, Byron).
1st and 10 at TOLEDO47  HILL, Bronson rush for 47 yards to the TOLEDO0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 10:18.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO03  MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at EMU35  FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 54 yards to the TOLEDO11, REEDY, Bernard return 89 yards to the EMU0, TOUCHDOWN, clock 10:06.
SCORE: Toledo 21-17 Eastern Michigan
8 plays, 80 yards, Time of Possession: 1:35

Toledo at 10:06
1st and GOAL at EMU03 DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35  DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 60 yards to the EMU5, ALLEN, Tyler return 26 yards to the EMU31 (HAYNES, Juwan).
SCORE: Toledo 28-17 Eastern Michigan
2 plays, 0 yards, Time of Possession: 0:00

Eastern Michigan at 09:57
1st and 10 at EMU31  EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 09:57.
1st and 10 at EMU31  HILL, Bronson rush for 6 yards to the EMU37, out-of-bounds (MOLLS, Dan).
2nd and 4 at EMU37  HILL, Bronson rush for 5 yards to the EMU42, 1ST DOWN EMU (BELL, Robert).
1st and 10 at EMU42  HILL, Bronson rush for 58 yards to the TOLEDO0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 08:59.
1st and GOAL at MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.
TOLEDO03
1st and GOAL at EMU35
FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 63 yards to the TOLEDO2, out-of-bounds, TOLEDO ball on TOLEDO35.
SCORE: Toledo 28-24 Eastern Michigan
6 plays, 69 yards, Time of Possession: 0:58

Toledo at 08:59
1st and 10 at TOLEDO35
TOLEDO drive start at 08:59.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO35
OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 65 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO, TOUCHDOWN, clock 08:46.
1st and GOAL at EMU03
DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35
OWENS, Terrance pass complete to RUSSELL, Alonzo for 60 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO, TOUCHDOWN, clock 06:55.
1st and GOAL at EMU03
DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35
DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 62 yards to the EMU3, ALLEN, Tyler return 27 yards to the EMU30 (MURDOCK, Chase; DANTIN, Austin).
SCORE: Toledo 35-24 Eastern Michigan
4 plays, 65 yards, Time of Possession: 0:13

Eastern Michigan at 08:40
1st and 10 at EMU30
EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 08:40.
1st and 10 at EMU30
HILL, Bronson rush for 70 yards to the TOLEDO0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 08:27.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO03
MULDER, Dylan kick attempt failed.
1st and GOAL at EMU35
FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 60 yards to the TOLEDO5, out-of-bounds, TOLEDO ball on TOLEDO35.
SCORE: Toledo 35-30 Eastern Michigan
4 plays, 70 yards, Time of Possession: 0:13

Toledo at 08:27
1st and 10 at TOLEDO35
TOLEDO drive start at 08:27.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO35
OWENS, Terrance rush for 1 yard to the TOLEDO36 (JOHNSON, Kevin; KASHAMA, K).
2nd and 9 at TOLEDO36
McDOWELL, C. rush for 4 yards to the TOLEDO40 (POOLE, Blake; BELLFY, Alex).
3rd and 5 at TOLEDO40
OWENS, Terrance pass complete to RUSSELL, Alonzo for 60 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO, TOUCHDOWN, clock 06:55.
1st and GOAL at EMU03
DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35
DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 63 yards to the EMU2, ALLEN, Tyler return 16 yards to the EMU18 (MURDOCK, Chase).
SCORE: Toledo 42-30 Eastern Michigan
6 plays, 65 yards, Time of Possession: 1:32
Eastern Michigan at 06:51
1st and 10 at EMU18
1st and 10 at EMU18
2nd and 6 at EMU22
1st and 10 at EMU34
2nd and 11 at EMU33
1st and 10 at EMU48
1st and 10 at EMU34
2nd and 11 at EMU33
1st and 10 at EMU48
1st and 20 at EMU38
2nd and 14 at EMU44
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO03
1st and GOAL at EMU35
SCORE: Toledo 42-37 Eastern Michigan
11 plays, 82 yards, Time of Possession: 3:19

Toledo at 03:25
1st and 10 at TOLEDO24
1st and 10 at TOLEDO24
2nd and 3 at TOLEDO31
3rd and 1 at TOLEDO33
1st and 10 at TOLEDO41
2nd and 10 at TOLEDO41
1st and GOAL at EMU03
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35
1st and 10 at TOLEDO49
Start of 4th quarter, clock 15:00.
HILL, Bronson rush for 1 yard to the TOLEDO48 (MOLLS, Dan; KEIGHLEY, Hank).

BENZ, Tyler pass complete to REED, Demarius for 19 yards to the TOLEDO29, 1ST DOWN EMU, QB hurry by JONES, Elijah.

HILL, Bronson rush for 2 yards to the TOLEDO27 (JONES, Elijah; PIKE, Ben).

BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to SCOTT, Donald.

BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HILL, Bronson for 3 yards to the TOLEDO24 (ROBINSON, J.).

MULDER, Dylan field goal attempt from 41 GOOD, clock 12:15.

FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 57 yards to the TOLEDO8, REEDY, Bernard return 9 yards to the TOLEDO17 (JOHNSON, Kevin; PALI, Bryan).

SCORE: Toledo 49-37 Eastern Michigan

16 plays, 59 yards, Time of Possession: 4:14

QUARTER #4

Toledo at 03:25

TOLEDO drive start at 03:25.

FLUELLEN, David rush for 7 yards to the TOLEDO31 (POOLE, Blake).

FLUELLEN, David rush for 2 yards to the TOLEDO33 (MULUMBA, Andy; PALI, Bryan).

FLUELLEN, David rush for 8 yards to the TOLEDO41, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (PALI, Bryan; COTTON, Pudge).

OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to FLUELLEN, David, dropped pass.

OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 59 yards to the EMU0, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO, TOUCHDOWN, clock 01:36.

DETMER, Jeremiah kick attempt good.

DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 65 yards to the EMU0, ALLEN, Tyler return 17 yards to the EMU17 (VOSS, Trent; MADISON, Ross).

Start of 4th quarter, clock 15:00.

HILL, Bronson rush for 1 yard to the TOLEDO48 (MOLLS, Dan; KEIGHLEY, Hank).

BENZ, Tyler pass complete to REED, Demarius for 19 yards to the TOLEDO29, 1ST DOWN EMU, QB hurry by JONES, Elijah.

HILL, Bronson rush for 2 yards to the TOLEDO27 (JONES, Elijah; PIKE, Ben).

BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to SCOTT, Donald.
TOLEDO27
3rd and 8 at TOLEDO27
   BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HILL, Bronson for 3 yards to the TOLEDO24 (ROBINSON, J.).
4th and 5 at TOLEDO24
   MULDER, Dylan field goal attempt from 41 GOOD, clock 12:15.
1st and GOAL at EMU35
   FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 57 yards to the TOLEDO8, REEDY, Bernard return 9 yards to the TOLEDO17 (JOHNSON, Kevin; PALI, Bryan).
SCORE: Toledo 49-37 Eastern Michigan
16 plays, 59 yards, Time of Possession: 4:14

Toledo at 12:08
1st and 10 at TOLEDO17
   TOLEDO drive start at 12:08.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO17
   OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for 8 yards to the TOLEDO25 (PALI, Bryan), PENALTY TOLEDO holding (GREEN, James) 10 yards to the TOLEDO15.
1st and 12 at TOLEDO15
   1st and 12.
1st and 12 at TOLEDO15
   FLUELLEN, David rush for 6 yards to the TOLEDO21 (COTTON, Pudge).
2nd and 6 at TOLEDO21
   OWENS, Terrance pass complete to RUSSELL, Alonzo for 12 yards to the TOLEDO33, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO, out-of-bounds (ROSE, Marcell).
1st and 10 at TOLEDO33
   OWENS, Terrance rush for 7 yards to the TOLEDO40.
2nd and 3 at TOLEDO40
   FLUELLEN, David rush for 2 yards to the TOLEDO42 (LINSER, Travis; KASHAMA, K).
3rd and 1 at TOLEDO42
   PASQUALE, David rush for 1 yard to the TOLEDO43, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (MAUGHMER, Cy; KASHAMA, K).
1st and 10 at TOLEDO43
   OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to RUSSELL, Alonzo.
2nd and 10 at TOLEDO43
   FLUELLEN, David rush for 15 yards to the EMU42, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (POOLE, Blake; COTTON, Pudge).
1st and 10 at EMU42
   OWENS, Terrance pass complete to GREEN, James for 8 yards to the EMU34, out-of-bounds (BRYANT, K.).
2nd and 2 at EMU34
   OWENS, Terrance rush for 11 yards to the EMU23, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (COLEMAN, Donald).
1st and 10 at EMU23
   OWENS, Terrance pass complete to REEDY, Bernard for no gain to the EMU23 (ROSE, Marcell).
2nd and 10 at EMU23
   FLUELLEN, David rush for 13 yards to the EMU10, 1ST DOWN TOLEDO (BRYANT, K.).
1st and GOAL at EMU10
   FLUELLEN, David rush for 3 yards to the EMU7, clock 06:24, PENALTY TOLEDO IB (REEDY, Bernard) 7 yards to the EMU17, NO PLAY.
1st and GOAL at EMU17
   OWENS, Terrance rush for 7 yards to the EMU10 (CUDWORTH, J.; PALI, Bryan).
2nd and GOAL at EMU10
   FLUELLEN, David rush for 5 yards to the EMU5 (CUDWORTH, J.; POOLE, Blake).
3rd and GOAL at EMU05
Timeout Toledo, clock 04:56.
3rd and GOAL at EMU05
OWENS, Terrance pass incomplete to RUSSELL, Alonzo.
4th and GOAL at EMU05
DETMER, Jeremiah field goal attempt from 22 GOOD, clock 04:47.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO35
DETMER, Jeremiah kickoff 61 yards to the EMU4, ALLEN, Tyler return 19 yards to the EMU23 (MOLLS, Dan).
SCORE: Toledo 52-40 Eastern Michigan
21 plays, 78 yards, Time of Possession: 7:21

Eastern Michigan at 04:40
1st and 10 at EMU23
EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 04:40.
1st and 10 at EMU23
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to REED, Demarius for 6 yards to the EMU29.
2nd and 4 at EMU29
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HOSKINS, G for 12 yards to the EMU41, 1ST DOWN EMU (BELL, Robert).
1st and 10 at EMU41
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HOSKINS, G for 11 yards to the TOLEDO48, 1ST DOWN EMU (MADISON, Ross; MOLLS, Dan).
1st and 10 at TOLEDO48
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to SCOTT, Donald for 23 yards to the TOLEDO25, out-of-bounds (MADISON, Ross), PENALTY EMU holding 11 yards to the EMU41, NO PLAY.
1st and 21 at EMU41
BENZ, Tyler rush for no gain to the EMU41, fumble forced by KRATCH, Colby, fumble by BENZ, Tyler recovered by EMU BENZ, Tyler at EMU43.
2nd and 19 at EMU43
BENZ, Tyler sacked for loss of 9 yards to the EMU34 (KRATCH, Colby; ELLIOTT, J.).
3rd and 28 at EMU34
Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 02:31.
3rd and 28 at EMU34
BENZ, Tyler pass complete to CREEL, Dustin for 34 yards to the TOLEDO32, 1ST DOWN EMU (MOLLS, Dan), PENALTY TOLEDO personal foul 5 yards to the TOLEDO27, 1ST DOWN EMU.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO27
BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to JONES, Quincy, PENALTY TOLEDO personal foul (MADISON, Ross) 14 yards to the TOLEDO13, 1ST DOWN EMU, NO PLAY.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO13
Timeout Toledo, clock 02:08.
1st and 10 at TOLEDO13
HILL, Bronson rush for 6 yards to the TOLEDO7 (JONES, Elijah; MADISON, Ross).
2nd and 4 at TOLEDO07
Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 02:00.
2nd and 4 at TOLEDO07
HILL, Bronson rush for 7 yards to the TOLEDO0, 1ST DOWN EMU, TOUCHDOWN, clock 01:57.
1st and GOAL at TOLEDO03
MULDER, Dylan kick attempt good.
1st and GOAL at EMU35
FULKERSON, Kody kickoff 9 yards to the EMU44, on-side kick, recovered by TOLEDO on EMU44.
SCORE: Toledo 52-47 Eastern Michigan
16 plays, 77 yards, Time of Possession: 2:43

Toledo at 01:55
1st and 10 at EMU44 TOLEDO drive start at 01:55.
1st and 10 at EMU44 FLUELLEN, David rush for 5 yards to the EMU39 (COLEMAN, Donald; BRYANT, K.).
2nd and 5 at EMU39 FLUELLEN, David rush for 2 yards to the EMU37 (HILL, Bronson; COLEMAN, Donald).
3rd and 3 at EMU37 Timeout Eastern Michigan, clock 01:07.
3rd and 3 at EMU37 FLUELLEN, David rush for 1 yard to the EMU36 (MAUGHMER, Cy; POOLE, Blake).
4th and 2 at EMU36 PENALTY TOLEDO delay of game 5 yards to the EMU41.
4th and 7 at EMU41 PENZA, Vince punt 18 yards to the EMU23, out-of-bounds.
7 plays, 3 yards, Time of Possession: 1:41

Eastern Michigan at 00:14
1st and 10 at EMU23 EASTERN MICHIGAN drive start at 00:14.
1st and 10 at EMU23 BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to CREEL, Dustin, dropped pass.
2nd and 10 at EMU23 BENZ, Tyler pass complete to HILL, Bronson for 8 yards to the EMU31, out-of-bounds.
3rd and 2 at EMU31 BENZ, Tyler pass incomplete to HOSKINS, G (ROBINSON, J.).
4th and 2 at EMU31 End of game, clock 00:00.
SCORE: Toledo 52-47 Eastern Michigan
5 plays, 8 yards, Time of Possession: 0:14